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About This Game

Team up Gladiators! New volunteers are incoming.

Bloodsports.TV is a co-op top-down Hero Defense game. In this spin-off set in the world of Krater, take on waves of incoming
enemies and bosses in this old school, fast-paced approach to strategic co-op games. Protect the glorious Missile Silo - locked on

and ready to be fired at villages for a fresh supply of volunteers.

Team up with your friends and form a murderous crew from a variety of Gladiators, each with their own unique abilities and
styles. Shoot, smash, stomp, electrocute, drain and melt your enemies (and occasionally heal your allies) to become a legendary
Gladiator. Achieve higher scores and climb global leaderboards with your friends to become the greatest crew of Gladiators in

the world.

Core Features:

8 Diverse Gladiators: Choose your favourite and team up with your friends to find the best strategies and survive the
longest.

90+ Items: Customize your Gladiator to your liking with a plethora of items.

8 Arenas: A vicious sport of gladiators needs an arena. Bloodsports.TV features six arenas with tactics to master and
beasts to slay.
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Detailed Leaderboards: Track your performance against the global rankings or compare with your friends.

Path to Glory: Achieve your way through titles and unlocks to reach the ultimate honor - the title of Grand Master!

Co-operative Multiplayer: Play with your friends! Bloodsports.TV supports up to five players.

Drop-in, Drop-out: Reconnect a left session or join a group of friends as they are playing.

Scaling Difficulty: The difficulty of the game is based on the amount of players in the session, never worry about not
having enough players.

Endless Mode: Up for a real challenge? See how far you can get in this mode of infinite carnage!

APOCALYMPICS: For the hardcore Gladiators out there, the peak of difficulty is contained within the legendary
APOCALYMPICS. Only the best will survive this beast of a challenge.
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Title: Bloodsports.TV
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Toadman Interactive, Fatshark
Publisher:
Fatshark
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista*, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4600 or AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 5450 (1 GB) or GeForce GT 430 (1 GB)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Windows Vista x86 SP2 with DirectX 10 Update Installed

English
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This is a good fun game and the community is small as of right now but none the less its a community and you can play with
your friends which makes it even better! I would get this if its on sale!. Interesting game, and it brings the interesting approach
of being purely PVE witch in a way makes it a nice intro to hero games kind of game. When it works it's not bad, but the
characters aren't exactly memorable, nor customizable.

The other issue remains is that sometimes you just can't access a friend's game, you might get stuck there on the splash load
screen for seemingly no ryme or reason, and if it does it once, expect it to do it the next five times you try. For now I give it a
thumbs up, but if I find that happens too regularly, there's just not enough here to topple the likes of the already well established
league of legends. With that you just probably have an often harsh community to contend with from my understanding.. great
game. but i dont recommend it cause its almoust no one online. u can still play alone but its not that fun.. Gets repetitive really
soon. This game is really a lot of fun and i wish the community was much larger.

I've only had the game a week and already played my moneys worth in my opinion.

More people should buy it so they can spend more money on development and making this an even better game.. i like this
game, it remind me Hero Siege on WC3 (Warcraft 3), but i cant find anyone and i hate play it alone.

6/10 because i cant find anyone
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Swedish humor in its most swedish way.
Anybody who appreciates swenglish announcers and jokes understood mainly by swedes will love this game.
Everybody else should play it anyway, because it is sweeeet.

Imagine Enfo's, back in the days of WarCraft 3 UMS.
Now take that, and make it AWESOME.
Although there are a shortage of classes compared to enfo's, I really think it's better to have a good core than a multitude
of♥♥♥♥♥♥nobody will understand anyway.
Each class has an option of being more of the class, i.e. a tank/tank or a dps/tank. Or a healer/healer or a dps/healer, which is
quite enjoyable if you're tired of always being the one that gets stuck with a certain role.

On a minor note, the channeling times for the enemies are a bit broken and unfortunately mean timing dodges are a bit of a
challenge.

All in all, an awesome game.. It's more fun to play this game via co-op (it supports up to five players at a time), but is fairly
enjoyable as a single player experience. Essentially, it's a cross between a MOBA and tower defense game. It's like the former in
the sense that you'll choose a character (there are four characters for each of the four classes, each with different skills) and start
at level 1 at the beginning of each match. As you level up, you can put points into your four skills and buy new items to place
into your inventory. Instead of fighting other heroes, you'll be fending off waves of enemies (where the tower defense bit comes
into play) who are trying to get to your missile silo. As you play a particular class, you'll level them up in a "path of glory" tech-
tree/xp tree-esque system which unlocks different buffs and the like. Not as hardcore or complicated as say, "League of
Legends", but it scratches that MOBA itch in a pinch.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy5rIFsJSA0. I went into this expecting another run of the mill MOBA and, while that
wasn’t far off, there was a bit of a twist on the genre. Bloodsports.TV is a multiplayer online battle arena game from Fatshark
and Toadman Interactive. Let’s get rocking.

The Good

By now you’ve all played either League of Legends, or DOTA, or Smite, etc. Or, you live under a rock. My first experience in
the MOBA world was Guardians of Middle-Earth and I anticipated every other MOBA I played after that would be, essentially,
very similar. While B.TV is similar to your run of the mill MOBA, the object of the game is different and a lot less stressful.
Rather than fighting the enemy team, you’re working with your team to defend your base against waves of enemies. It’s a blast.

I love the artwork in this game. I’ve been a fan of it ever since i first played Krater, another great addition to the gaming world
from Fatshark. It’s like a less serious, Fallout style post-apocalyptic wasteland full of Scandinavians. What’s not to love? And the
character designs are just fantastic.

The music is great, the controls are simple, the items are creative and fun, and the horde-style gameplay will keep you coming
back for more.

The Bad

There wasn’t really anything that turned me off to the game while I was playing. We can just move along.

The Meh

Because it’s not one of the bigger name MOBAs, the community is pretty small and all but dead as far as I can tell. Don’t let that
deter you though if you’re really wanting to play. It’s a fun game nonetheless.

Also, you have to pay to get the game itself, unlike other MOBAs.

Verdict: Yea

Bloodsports.TV is a solid MOBA game and, if you’re a fan of Krater, you’re going to like it. If it goes on sale, don’t hesitate to
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pick it up and give it a try. As always, thanks for reading.. Great game!
It's basically a coop moba with bosses. Choose a hero, choose a map, choose a difficulty, beat waves of enemies, earn gold and
xp to level your hero and buy items in the shop. Get stronger over time through the path to glory challenge tree.
I especially like that it has permanent progression, difficulty scaling with # of players and easy server setup and management..
Wouldn't recommend getting it unless you can find 3 others to actively play with. The game looks like a decent PVE MOBA,
but soloing only seems to be effective on certain (healer?) classes when playing in higher difficulties. Enemies do too much
ranged damage against DPS class champions.. Simple, Fun, Interesting, and a little bit reptitive. It doesn't take long to learn.
Having friends to play with make it a much more exciting experience. Try and see how far you can get.. Very fun game, if
you're a fan of the old warcraft 3 maps like X Hero Siege or Hero Defense this is definitely what you're looking for. Game is
complex enough to stay fresh yet casual enough to appeal to everyone. Obviously best played with 4 other friends, but soloing is
great too.
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